
 

 

 

 

 

Lyn’s story 

 

Lyn’s story 

Lyn is a 58 year old woman who has been seeing the same GP since she was in her late 

20s.  

Lyn had been married to Trevor for 23 years. The couple had two daughters, now aged 28 

and 30. For all of their married life, Lyn worked part time as a primary school teacher while 

Trevor worked in the finance sector.  

In 2008, Trevor suffered a sudden and untimely death from a massive heart attack. Lyn was 

devastated but resilient in the face of Trevor’s death. Trevor was 20 years her senior and 

ever since she ‘knew he was the one’ she had anticipated being alone in her later years.  

At the time of his death Trevor had been reluctantly planning his retirement but a part of Lyn 

always ‘knew’ that he would never have enjoyed retirement. He was a ‘company man’ 

through and through. Thankfully due to his long serving loyalty in the finance sector Lyn and 

her girls were left financially comfortable.  

Apart from childhood asthma - which improved when she stopped smoking while pregnant 

with her first child and is currently well managed by use of an inhaler - Lyn has enjoyed 

relatively good health all of her adult life. After Trevor’s death however, she started to put on 

weight - steadily gaining a couple of kilos a year. And then in 2013, just like her own mother, 

at the age of 53 Lyn was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes.   

At its onset, Lyn managed her diabetes well. She stabilised her weight by modifying her 

diet, kept active by participating in a local walking group and maintained a kitchen garden in 

the back garden of the third floor apartment she purchased when she sold the family home 

a couple of years ago.  

In 2015 Lyn accepted a retirement package from The Education Department – a timely offer 

as it coincided with the birth of her first grandchild. Lyn relishes the role of grandmother and 

was looking forward to playing a significant role in her grandson’s life.   
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Last year Lyn saw her GP complaining of niggling hip pain which an x-ray revealed to be 

indicative of mild osteoarthritis. Lyn initially managed the pain by using over the counter 

painkillers, until one day she stumbled on the last stair of her apartment block staircase. 

Luckily her neighbour was there to catch her fall and as a result she did not sustain any 

significant physical injury, but she was left feeling humiliated by the incident for which she 

blamed the painkillers.    

Lyn’s GP notices that Lyn’s confidence and mood are lower since the stumble and she 

seems to worry more, particularly about her balance and falling. She is disinclined to take 

painkillers but complains of not sleeping due to pain. Her daily routine is affected; she has 

withdrawn from her walking group and has ceased looking after her kitchen garden. She 

complains to her GP that her body has let her down, and that it has robbed her of the 

retirement that she was looking forward to.  

Over the next couple of months, Lyn gains a couple of kilos. Her GP wonders if she has 

taken up smoking again because, despite her denial, she smells of cigarettes and 

complains of shortness of breath when she climbs the stairs of her apartment block.  

She is also now requesting repeat prescriptions for her inhalers more regularly than she has 

for many years. She tells her GP that she regrets buying an apartment on the third floor, 

blaming the stairs for having ‘forced’ her to modify her shopping and thus her eating habits. 

Her diet now consists of more frozen pre-made meals than fresh food.  She is now on 

glucose lowering medications and her GP is also keeping an eye on her cholesterol which is 

gradually increasing.    

The GP arranges for Lyn to see a physiotherapist for her hip pain. Lyn reluctantly agrees, 

but states that she doesn’t anticipate it will make any difference, ‘my body is going downhill 

fast’ she says, ‘you can’t beat nature’.  

 


